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edia Center to open in Sept 

studios, a large one and a smaller by gary brock t~on, and Larry Dyer, the televi­ One possible benefit that may Channel 14. one that will provide an expand­staff reporter s10n studio directer. Dyer has derive from the new media cen­ "At the present time", said Gayed capacity for television pro­ held this job since last ter would be the merging of Henderson, "there is no official duction. It will also include office,nts of WSU, as well as December. WSU TV with channel 16. At relationship between Wrightstorage, and work space which ismembers of the community, will "I would wager to say that most present, the Dayton community State's television facilities andpresently not available at thebe able to acquire a greater in- students don't know that our does not have an educational those of Miami's or of Channel 16.university.. t into the operation of a tele­ studio exists'', said Dyer. television station that is We very much want to be a part"We will be able to expand our·0n production studio when "Right now, we are doing a operated within this area. All of of Channel 16's programing.television presentation," saide new Media Center is ready number of things in and ·out of Channel 16's broadcasts are re­ "I feel that it is very importantHenderson, "In the large studio,for operation Sept of this year. the studio. For instance, if a pro­ for Statelayed to the station by the Miami Wright to become awe can put onto film any number fessor is going to be out of town, University television station fContinued on page 3]According to Gay Henderson, of dramatic productions that he can come here and video tape
Assistant Director of Technical cannot be done now. As of now, the lecture and it will be shown
Services at Wright State, the we can do an occasional remote to his class while he is away. We
Media Center will be an asset lo broadcast, but only in black and also do on-location shooting for 
both the students of W U and to white." various classes. For instance, a 
members of the Wright tat At presenl, the television studio marketing class may want to 
community. al WSU is one small facility in video - tape commercial an­
The Media Center, which is to the lower level of Fawcetl Hall. nouncements that they have put
be located in the new Library It's staff consists of lwo people, together lo see if they would be 
Building complex, will ha-ve two Bill Limp, the broadcast techni- acceptable for TV." 
lanned Parenthood speaks at WSU; 
omenbear .onus for preventing pregnancy 
by frank salsburg 
because of the la.ck of develope­ traception, and become preg­staff reporter 
ment of birth control methods for nant. Others worry about using
Andrea Frazier of the Planned ' men (except for a birth control it because they have · heard it 
arenthood Association of Miami pill which turns men's eyes pink makes people gain weight. If you
alley says almost no one be- iifter they have consumed think you are going to gain 
mes squeamish about a discus- ,alcohol), and partly because men weight, Frazier noted, you are 
· n of birth control methods tend to feel birth control is the very likely to do just that. 
"th the exception of Rotarians. · woman's responsibility. Frazier added that there are 
At the end of her talk on various Frazier said she has advised legitimate medical reasons for 
thods of birth control, Frazier young women who did not want not using the pill, such as when a 
ted she had spoken to a group to use the birth control pill or the person has a problem with blood 
Rotarians. When she mention- intra-uterine device to carry in clotting. For this reason a women 
vasectomy, she said she saw th~ir purses a condom. Because should consult a doctor before 

ny of the men starting to "they (men) don't have to carry a using a pill. 

uirm in their seats, cross their basketball around with them for 
 Anyone who wishes to can 
s, and put their hands acro~s nine months", she said boy receive medical help and contra­
eir laps. friends tend to forget to bring ceptive information and devices 
She commented women can talk condoms with them. from one of the mobile clinics run 
bout methods of birth control-- In conjunction with condoms by MVPP. These clinics also pro­
.bal ligations (blocking or cut- Frazier suggested that women vide pelvic and breast examina- Youth Art Month was kicked off in the University Center last 

ng the woman's fallopian use some type of vaginal foam. If [Continued on page 3] Thurs as the WSU student chapter of the National Art Educa­

bes)-~ithout becoming used properly, she said, the two tion Association along with the University Center Board art 
ueam1sh. But Frazier said together are 99 percent effective. The first open hearing on the committee co-sponsored art exhibits a1 d demonstrations of arts 
. hen the cutting of the sscrotum The only other method as effec- new proposed student body con­ and crafts. The celebration will continue all through this week 
mentioned, men tend to clam tive is the pull. stitution will take place W ednes­ with exhibits in the Upper Hearth Lounge. 
p. Although the pill combines day morning beginning at 10 am Tim Hull, president of the student chapter, said the NAEA was 
In the course of her discussion maximum effectiveness with in room 043 of the University "mainly a professional organization. This is one of our service 

ut birth control methods be- maximum convenience many Center. projects." Lewis Bernard, chairman of the arts committee, 

ean audience of approximate- women cannot or will not use it All proposals for fur t her urged anyone interested to come and sign up for his committee. 

30 people in the University Every time their is a wave of bad changes in the document must be 

nter Thursday, Frazier said publicity about the pill many presented in writing to the joint [Palileo Photol 

omen still bear the onus for women stop using it, without committee. 
; mgJB;,p•r23;ng an1973n-worst day in history? 
Editor's note: Th'is i,s the first in self, but January 23, 1973 was First of all, there was not one 
a two parts series by staff re­the day the Supreme Court .~ecision, but two. The first dealt 
porter Cathy Wilder on t~e re handed down it's abortion deci- with Texas' abortion law, which 
cent Supreme Court deciswn .re sion. forbade all abortions except for 
garding the legality of ~bortwn. The decision now rivals Brown the purpose of saving the 
Th'is first article expl,ains U:~at y Board of Education as the most mothers life, irregardless of the 
the Supreme Court de.::iswn controversial decision in recent stage of pregnancy. 








abortion l,aws · 
The second article, which will 
appear in next MondaY_ 's Guard­
ian, will expl,ain the policy of a~ea 
hospitals regarding abortwn 
and will explain what alterna
tives women have as far a.s ob
taining an abortion in the Dayton 
area. 
by cathy wilder 
staff reporter 
Was January 23, 1973, an "his­
toric date" or one of the worst 
days in our history?
You'll have to decide for your-
New York, has introduced a con­
stitutional amendment to make 
abortion illegal in light of t he de­
cision, and the hurrahs from the 
Women's Liberation action are 
just barely a dible over the boos 
from some church congregations. 
Many people are till un ure as 
to exactly what the decision said, 
and why the Court decided that 
way. At least two area hospitals 
deny that abortion is legal, and 
most are actively pursuing poli­
cies declared to be unconstitu­
tional in that decision. 
So clarification is needed. 
Georgia law, which permitted 
abortions, but included a 
residency requirement, the ap­
proval of two independent physi­
cians, and required abortions to 
be performed in an accredited 
hospital. 
Jane Roe v Henry Wade. a re ­
presentative for the state of 
Texas, was the first case. Roe 
was a pregnant, single woman 
who wanted an abortion and 
challanged Texas' law. 
In its deci ion, the Court viewed 
hi torically the development of 
{Continued on page 2) 
Guardian Page 2
. ~onday, March 5, 1973 Jan 23, 	1973 worst date 
of the fetus in utero] and that performed by a licensed physi­ Moreover, the risk to the woman
after "quickening". At one time cian in an accredited hospital increases as her pregnancy con.Abortion abortion of a quick fetus, was a only after consultation with two tinues. Thus the state retains a
capital crime, but had a much; other physicians and in confor­ definite interest in protecting the
lesser penalty for abortion before mity with state law, and that no woman's own health and safety
quickening. party to the procedure should be when the aborting is proposed at
In America, until the mid-19th required to violate personally a late stage of pregnancy," theWhat Is century, this. English common held moral principles," according decision said.

law was in effect in all but a few to the Supreme Court decision. They conclude that the right of

of the states. Connecticut was The American Public Health privacy includes the abortion de­

the first to adopt an anti-abortion Association adopted standards cision, but the right is not un.

law, and in 1821 it adopted the for abortion services in 1970. qualified, and the state defin.

English law using the quickening They emphasised that "rapid and ately has rights that must be re­
Its Status distinction, but did not impose simple abortion referal must be cognized, also.
the death penalty. ·readily available...." and that "an Because of the small risk to the
"Gradually, in the middle and important function of counseling health of the mother, they decid­
late 19th century the Quickening should be to simplify and ed that when the pregnancy is in
distinction disappeared from the expedite the provision of abor­ the first trimester (approxi·In Ohio? statutory law of most states," the tion services." They also recom­ mately 13 weeks), the decision to
Court said, "and the degree of mend that contraception and/or abort or not must be left to the
the offense and the penalties in­ sterilization should be discussed decision of the woman's attend­
creased." with each patient. ing physician, and that the State
[Continued from page 1) "By the end of the 1950's, a The American Bar Association may not interfere.
large majority of the States adopted in 1972 a uniform abor­ After the first trimester, theanti-abortion laws in the United banned abortion, however and tion act. The ABA recommendsStates and in fact, back to the 	 State may regulate the abortion 
ancient Persian Empire, in an 	
whenever performed, unless to legal abortion if the pregnancy is procedure, but only for the
save or preserve the life of the 20 weeks or less, and after 20 "health of the mother," the Courtattempt to find out how the fra­ mother," they said. weeks the act would allow abor­ said.mers of the constitution felt
about abortion. In recent years the laws have tion if the mental or physical And when the fetus is "viable",
become more lenient, most of health of the mother is endan­ that is may live on it's own, the"It perhaps is not generally ap­ them being modeled after the gered, if the pregnancy resulted State may bar abortion, but thepreciated that the restrictive
criminal abortion laws in effect in 	
American Law Institute's Model from rape or incest, or if the child State may not bar abortion if the
Penal Code. An analysis of this, would be born with a "grave life or health of the mother is ata majority of the states today are code is included in Mary Doe v physical or mental defect." stake.of relatively recent vintage," the
decision said, "Those ·laws, Arthur Bolton, as the Georgia 
The decision then reviewed the The second decision Doe v
statutes are modeled after this common reasons advanced to ex­ Bolton, says that the Georgia lawgenerally proscribing abortion or code. 	 plain the anti-abortion laws. requiring hospital abortions isits attempt at any time during
pregnancy except when neces­ The Court also took under con­
They say that it is no longer true unconstitutional because there is
sideration the positions of the that the state has an interest in no evidence to show that thesary to preserve the pregnant American Medical Association, protecting the life of the mother mother's health is impaired bywoman's life, are not of ancient the American Bar AssQciation, which may be endangered in an allowing abortions in other facili·or even of common law origin.
Instead they derive from statu­ and the American Public Health 
abortion, since "mortality rates ties.
Association. for women undergoing early The decision also decided thattory changes effected, for the In 1970 the American Medical abortions where the procedure is the requirement that a "hospitalmost part, in the latter half of the Association adopted a resolution legal, appear to be as low or low­ committee" be consulted is "un·19th century," they continued. which said that, "abortion is . a er than the rates for normal duly restrictive of the patient'sEnglish common law, from medical procedure that should be childbirth." 	 rights, which are already safe­which we derive most of our law,

saw a difference between an guarded by her personal physi·

cian."abortion before "quickening" · The requirement that two phy·[the first recognizable movement sicians consent to the abortion,
the High Court declared, "has no
rational connection with theLast Chance I patient's needs and unduly in·
fringes on her physicians' rightLc.-v.t ~ t-c,,,, "...The Court to practice."

also took under Georgia law had a residency re·

consideration 
~ the positions of Court declared denies the rights
the American of people who enter Georgia for 
to~~MI RECORDS· 	 quirement, which the Supreme 
Medical Associ­to"'' 	 Sale Priced medical care.ation, the Amer­Unwanted pregnancy All of the area hospitals, when 
can steal the magic from 
ican Bar Associ­ they were called Friday, 
moments like these and -
ation, and the February 23, stated that theyat $1 98 American Public still require the consent of arob your tomorrows of love. 
~~~ 
Health Associ­	 hospital committee or the a~ee·
0 0 	 ation..." ment of two physicians, besides
Some higher prices the woman's physician, and then
they only do abortions if the\N§tu>:J·~ Classics 	 health of the mother is endan· 
gered. .Emko Foam offers you the contra· •<;)pera Greene Memorial Hospital s~i
'd 
ceptive protection and peace of that in their opinion, abortion
mind you want and need for your 	 •Folk "The prevalence of high morta­ was still not legal in Ohio, andtod.ays and tomorrows. Jazz OWN A v.w.?· lity rates at illegal 'abortion until it is they will not perform 
Developed with your needs in Independent Volkswagen mills' strengthens, rather than abortions. . tiff
mind. No hormones that might •Rock Parts and Repair weakens, the state's interest m A test case, involving plairo d 
disturb your body system or affect regulating the conditions under named Jane Doe, has been e 
your general health and well· which abortions are performed. in the state, howe\ler. 
being. Feminine. Dainty. Gentle. \~~~ W rig h t State :=~=~=~=~=~=J~~ 
Natural. (Neither of you will be 

aware of its presence.) 
 \~l University Bookstore ~~~f 	 · 
Use only when protection is airborn Servic
needed . .Applied in seconds; effec­ 419 W. Dayton Dr. at 2nd
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Sien Murray says Guardian Page 3 
-Ninety five percent of us have committed felonies 

by cathy wilder Ellen Murray, instructor of Soc­
staff reporter iology. 
She spoke last Wednesday to a 
Ninety five percent of us have half-filled Fawcett Auditorium as 
committed crimes for which we part of the Liberal Arts Lecture 
could be sent enced to the Series. 
penitentiary, according to Ms Since almost all of us have 
committed felonies, that is 
crimes which may draw . 
penitentiary sentences, when 
Murray talks about criminals she 
says, "We're not talking about 
'them,' but we're talking about 
'us.'" 
And when she talks about the 
workhouse, where prisoners are 
locked in a cell without a toilet, 
she says, "So you could be locked 
up with a bucket. 4nd when you 
get out in the bull-pen, all you 
have to do is play cards or talk to 
the others about why they are 
there." 
Murray said that prison sys­
tems are absolutely inhuman. 
Prisoners are given long, and 
sometimes indeterminate sen­
tences, because we are supposed 
to be rehabilitating them. "We 
call it rehabilitating,'' she said, 
H., I • My name 

-;s 
Tim Wh alen. 
In 1971, I decided to join the United States Army ROTC for 
reasons of a low draft number and the desire to find out ·what 
the military was like. I enrolled in the ROTC 2 year program at 
the University of Dayton and found that it involved a six-week 
summer camp at Ft Knox Ky in basic ROTC training. That fall, . 
I attended regular ROTC classroom training in addition to a 
number of field exercises. All this was accomplished in con­
junctton with my regular curricular activities at Wright State 
University and a daily four -hour part-time job. This past sum­
mer, I attended the advanced ROTC training and successfully 
completed the requirements for advanced training. This is 
regularly a six-week tour, but due to pressing financial needs' 
I requested and r eceived a one week early release. Upon my 
return, due to political involvement and a full-time job in the 
Montgomery County offices, I found that I would not be able to 
return to Wright State or the University of Dayton until the 
Winter quarter. I presented this problem to the Army Personnel 
at UD and found them very helpful in that they provided me 
With three months leave of absence to work on the political 
ca.111pa1gn and my job. My plans include a continuation of ROTC 
tra.lning (and the $100 monthly allowance that comes with it). 
In general, I have never run into any problems with getting 
to all RO'.l'C required training r egardless of how busy my 
schedule has been. I have always found that first priority is 
liven to my interests as long as I fulfill my part of the contract. 
Check out the 2 year ROTC Program. 





"but we are punishing. And we · that perhaps the criminal could 
are not punishing for a day, but be r equired to support the 
for months and years." victims children or wife. 
She was not against punish­ Of an estimated 900 crimes 
ment, she noted, but punishment committed, only 100 are reported
for a crime should be dealt out to Murr ay said. And of that 100, 
all people who commit the crime, only 25 per cent result in arrest,
and it should be for only a few and only five percent go to court. 
days. Only about 2.5 percent are 
Best of all, she said, would be sent enced or fined, according to 
requiring restitution for the Murray.
crimes. And in the case of The people who are in prison
murder, for example, where ar e not, said Murray, represen­
there is no restitution, she felt tative of those who commit 
Monday, March 5, 1973 
crimes. 
One way to make things more 
humane would be to treat 
prisoners on a community basis, 
rather than locking them up, 
Murray said. Prison officials 
estimate that only 10 percent of 
the prisoners locked up now, 
need to be locked up for society's 
protection. 
The other 90 percent could be 
treated locally. 
"Prisons are inherently evil. 
There is no way prison can be 
anything but evil,'' she ended. 
Nexus names winners 

Mark Wehrstein, editor of 
Nexus has announced the 
winners of the literature, art ­
work, and photography contest 
sponsored by Nexus. 
Winners in the short story 
category are: Bruce Pilgrim, $25 
for his story, "Box Office"; Lewis 
Rhodes, $20 for "The Story of 
Jesse Tock"; and Nancy Her­
mann, $15.00 for her story, 
"Quentin". 
Poetry winners are: Marsha 
Carpenter for her poem, "To My 
Daughter"; Karl Kimball, for his 
poem, "Behold a Pale Horse"; 
Media Center 
[Continued from page 1] 
part of the broadcasting com­
munity. It would be a way of 
providing a very necessary ser­
vice to the Dayton area. 
"In fact", said Ms Henderson, "I 
feel that it is our obligation to the 
community to provide them with 
good, local television broad­
casts." 
Allan Herbert, Director of 
Communications at WSU, was 
asked about Wright State's re­
.lationship to Channel 16. 
and Molly Bordonaro, for t he to Ir vin Collings. 
poem, "The Day You Left My 
Living Room". All contestant s who submitted 
In the artwork cat egory Sue material for the last two contests 
Bobr owski r eceived first place sponsored by Nexus are re­
and Bruce Stivers took second. quested by the staff to pick up 
Photography winners are Ed­ their material by the · end of 
ward Corder wit h second going March or they will be recycled. 
Planned Parenthood speaks 
[Continued from page l] 
t ion, pap smear (cancer test), 
V.D. testing, blood pressure and 
weight, urine and blood test, 
vasectomy surgery, and counsel­
ing. 
All services are at no charge 
and any person of child bearing 
age is eligible for t hese services 
with no consent and with all in­
formation strictly confidential. 
Donations are accepted to help 
pay for services. 
Frazier was asked about some 
of the newer and more exotic 
methods of birth control. She 
said that the morning after pill 
has been approved by the FDA 
for use but that is use should be 
limited. Prolonged use can cause 
physical ailments, and in rats has 
caused cancer. The once a month 
pill has been use for a while and 
comes in the form of an injection 
or a capsule implanted beneath 
the skin. Either one, said 
Frazier, cause increased men­
strual flow and cramps. 
Despite its increasing accepta­
bilit y information about birth 
control is still lacking in many 
places, including college cam­
puses. 
Father Mike Reaume, head of 
Campus Catholic ministry, who 
dropped by to the session com­
mented that most college stu­
dent s think they know a lot about 
birth control, but judging from 
what he has seen, they really 
didn't. 
An important announcement to every 
student in the health professions: 
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS 

ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 

THEY COVER TUITION AND 

RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN 

ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL. 

If a steady sa lary of $400 a 
month a n d paid-u p tuition 
will help you continue your 
professional tra ining, the 
scholarships just made pos­
sible by the Un i for m ed 
Services H ea lth Professions 
Revitalization Act of 1972 
deserve your close att ent_ion. 
Because if you are now m a 
medical, osteopathic, dental, 
veterinary, podiatry, or op­
tometry school, or are work­
ing toward a PhD in Clinical 
Psychology, you may qualify. 
We make it easy for you to 
complete your studies. You're 
commissioned as an officer as 
soon as you enter the pro­
gram, but remain ii: student 
status until graduation. ~nd, 
during each year you will be 
on active duty (with extra 
pay) for 45 days. Naturally, 
if your academic schedule 
requires that you remain on 
campus, you stay on campus 
- and still receive your active 
duty pay. 
A ctive duty requirements 
are fair. Basically, you serve 
one year as a commissioned 
officer for each year you've 
participated in the progr am, 
with a two year minimum. 
You may a pply for a scholar ­
ship with either the A r my, 
Navy 01· Air F orce, and know 
that u pon en t e r ing active 
duty you'll h ave r ank and 
duties in keeping with your 
professional training. 
The life's work you've cho­
sen for yourself requires long, 
hard, expensive training. 
Now we are in a position to 
give you some help. Mail in 
the coupon at your earliest 
convenience for more detailed 
information. 
r---- ------------,
I ~~~A' Forces Scholarships C-CN-33 
I U ni versa l City, Texas 78148 
I I des i re i nfor mation fo r the follow i ng 
I µro;.~:;,; : Nav y O A ir F o rce 
I 8Medicat71os teop athic D Dental 
I 8~~~:~i (VJ~.9 !';!\!~?.·-----
N ame·---------­
(µle a s e print ) 

Soc. Sec.=----- ---­
A ddre••------ --- ­
City ___________ I 
I
Stnte______ ziv---- I 
~~~d I----.,.,=-sc7h.,-,.,,,..,... I- , -- ­
To 1nnd uate in I 

Dateofbirth IMonth l <Year) (D.,gr~~I I 

<Month) !Day) (Y•·tlr) I 
I •Podiatry not available in Air Force Proli(r:,m. I 
L- ----------------1 
) 




Bring our boys home from Canada 
The POW's are coming home soning nor the most minute iota which emanates from the Wh· 
(perhaps delayed but nonethe­ of logic. It stands totally on House. ite 
less coming). The remaining emotion. Few would deny that a humBuy American cheese troops are leaving Vietnam and Nixon spent years highlighting being has the right to believe ·tn 
Aside . from the oft pointed out fact that 
cheese costs as much or more than meat does 
Fe~eral Reserve chairman Arthur Burns' 'let 
them eat cheese' statement raises some other 
interesting questions. 
Does he have a specific type of cheese in 
mind? Our own personal choice is limburger. 
~at way we can reduce meat prices, crime, 
and provide birth control simultaneously. 
Is this all part of an administration 
plot to win Wisconsin back from the Demo­
crates? Are they getting at Senator Proxmire 
by the back door? 
Is their pol i tical payoffs involved? 
Perhaps part of the payoff in the famous 
$400,000 American Dairy Assoc i at i on donat i on 
to the Nixon c ampaign cof fers. 
Does Burns h ave a new cheese cookbook 
in the works? If so we hope it has an appro­
priate title. Perhaps "Stretching your 
dollar the cheesy way" would do. It has the 
added appeal of trapping unwary buyers who 
.might think it about dollar devaluation. 
One thing appears certain. A well planned 
campaign is under way by the Nixon admini­
stration to bring back the good old days. 
To Burns' quip can be added Nixon's call for 
p.atriotic meatless days (which will probably 
loose him the catholic vote), and Secretary 
of Labor Brennan's call for victory gardens 
ala World War II. 
We even hear that a group (supposedly non­
partisan) has formed to repeal the 22nd (two 
term) amendment. RMN? Now that's going to 
far. · . 
M~rried couples' bar has no place 
A few weeks ago Vice-President and Provost 
. . . e po icy ..now in e ect is used to dis­
criminate against women, and we see no reason 
for this discrimination to continue. 
~~~~~X~~~X~~~~X~(((~~=~))X~X(((~X~~~))~~~)X(((~)X·X~X( 
:~:~ University Center Corner - -:~:i 
YOURS? Articles left in 
the center--may be claimed 
at the Director's Office in 
the University Center. 
ping pong paddle 
4 ladies gloves 









Selective Service card 
windbreaker 
bracelet 
book of music selections 
sweater vest 
Outerwear by Campus jac­
ket 
coming home. The war (for us) is 
over and we're coming home, but 
not all of us are coming home. 
Behind us we are leaving, and 
conveniently forgetting, thou­
sands of conscientious objectors 
and thousands of deserters. They 
remain in Spain, in Canada, in 
Sweden. They alone are not 
coming home. 
President Nixon refuses to 
grant amnesty on the grounds 
that those who left our country 
rather· than fight a President's 
war should not be allowed to 
mingle with those who helped 
bring "peace with honor" or 
whose sons died to bring that 
peace. 
Nixon's reasoning goes along 
the lines of "my country, right or 
wrong." Such reasoning pro­
duced the Mexican War of 1848, a 
war of blatant aggression and 
conquest on the part of the US. 
Such reasoning produced the 
Japanese bombing of Pearl Har­
bor and kamikaze attacks. Such 
reasoning produced the slaught­
er of eight million Jews. 
There is no sense to such rea-
AFS column: 
the issue of POW's. He spear­
headed those who felt that the 
POW's had to be released before 
we could leave Vietnam, an un­
realistic attitude at best. He 
made the issue of POW's para­
mount in the minds of nearly 
every American. 
Now, with one simple declara­
tion, he forever disposes of public 
concern over amnesty. Nixon 
says never and we all know he 
means "four more years." 
Various senators, including our 
own conservative Bob Taft, have 
proposed diverse plans for read­
mitting those who left our coun­
try in protest. Some require a 
period of social service, some are 
unrestricted. All of the proposals 
deserve more considerat ion, and 
more debate, than they have 
thus far received. More than 
that, they all deserve support. 
Nixon, a supposed Quaker, has 
refused to believe that men's 
consciences must sometimes 
override the wishes of their gov­
ernment and their leaders. Nixon 
refuses to recognize that there is 
a higher command than that 
wrong to kill another human ~ ~ 
Nixon would force them t~ ut 
contrary to th~ir beliefs, or~ 
forever ostracized from their 
country. 
Nixon says that t hose who left 
have made their choice. I ask 
what choice did they ever have? 
None, and I firmly hope 0~ 
Con~ess ~ill . get around to 
passmg legislation to grant am. 
nesty to those who refused to kill 
in this non-war. 
It is time to heed George Mc­
Govern's campaign call, "Come 
home, America", not just th~ 
POW's, but those who left for 
moral reasons as well. 
Harry Battson is editor of the 
Guardian. 
~~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=::::~:::~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:··...·.....~. 
:::: All letters can be -dropp~'d' .-:: 
:::: off at the Guardian office, ;::: 
:::: located in the basement of :;:; 
:::: the Univer sity Center or ;::: 
:~:~ sen.t through intra-campus ~:~ 
:::: mail. ;:;: 
·::: No letter should be longer :::: 
:·.· th . 1 d ....:::: an one sing e-space :::: 
:::: typed page. Letters ex- :;:; 
:::: ce~ding that length will be :;:; 
:·:· edited. :·:· 
:::~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:~i: 
What's that lurking 1n• my ice• cream 

Andrew Spiegal appointed a three person commit- to know exactly what is in the 
tee to study whether or not the University food we eat. Never again can I 
should hire married couples in the same depart- enjoy a morsel of meat without ment . wondering if I'm ingesting anti­
biotics and hormones, and I'll al­:;. We see no reason that Wright State should ways wonder if passing cars had 
not hire marr.ied couples within the . same contaminated with lead the grain
department, and urge the committee to reco- that the poor beast had 
mend immediately that this policy be. instigated. coMnsumetd. . h dTh 1 · · ff . 1 1 
by lois pritzlaff 
It was a bright, crisp morning 
when it happened. I was casually 
comparing the list of ingredients 
on a box of breakfast cereal and a 
package of dog food. Almost im­
mediately I knew I'd been eating 
the wrong one. That's when it 
struck: I became a gastromaniac. 
Gastromania is the compulsion 
y gas romama as e to ong
hours spent . reading the fine 
print on packaged foods. It's 
made me a pest in the mail re­
cciving rooms of food manufa~ 
turers, and caused the local gro­
cer to avoid me. (He never did 
tell me what he uses to shine his 
cucumbers.) 
Never had I realized that so 
much food is artificially flavored, 
colored, or embalmed. Chemicals 
are added to keep ingredients 
from combining or separating. 
Strange elements are thrown in 
to. keep products ·dry, firm, of 
good texture and free of foam. 
Certain cheeses are even given 
chloromine I, to keep them from 
stinking. Ah--progress! 
I WOULD~'T CARE 

IF THE WHOLE 

U.S. A. SMELLED 
LIKE A PACKAGE 
OF CIGARS! 
When I found that by eating a 
certain brand of bleached white 
bread I would be improved, 
matured, conditioned, emulsified 
and stabilized, and my mold 
would be inhibited, my disease 
began to worsen. 
Then, the day I saw that my ice 
cream carton contained no list of 
ingredients, I became hysterical. 
My gastromania had reached the 
crisis stage. 
They promptly answered my in­
quiry about this mysterious lapse 
of information, enclosing a "fact 
sheet" concerning food' stand­
ards. Skimming through it, I 
soon perceived that food stand­
ards had been developed for our 
prot~ction. 
That still didn't explain why the 
ingredients in ice cream are 
secret. Could it be classified in­
formation? I continued reading. 
At last--a paragraph on the label­
ing of standardized foods! 
"Artificial colors and flavors, 
and chemical preservatives must 
be declared on the labels of all 
food containing them, except but­
ter, cheese, and ice cream." This 
rule, I discovered, followed the 
infamous "standard of identity"-­
the FDA's definition of what cer­
tain foods should contain. On 
some foods ingredients must be 
listed on the package, but never 
basic, mandatory ingredients. 
I knew what that meant for me. 
Not only would I feel forced to 
· - ·· ·=- (cRoA'td) 
~~-­




give up ice cream forever, but I 
would throw my cheese to the 
mice and use my butter to grease­
the doorknob (to keep my room­
mate out) when a friend spends 
the night. 
Of course, I didn't doubt for a 
moment the validity of the 
FDA's declaratio n that the 
standard of identity is for our 
protection. Never would I 
entertain the notion that it might 
also benefit big business. You 
see, food manufacturers don't 
waste their money on lobbyists! 
They subsidize the research of 
nutritionists who certainly would 
not allow the source of their 
money to influence their find· 
ings. 
Yes, we a r e constantly 
bombarded by truth. It was only 
my gastromania that forced ~e 
to write to the FDA. They did 
(they really did) offer to divulge 
the standard of identity for any· 
thing at my request. But I 
decided to bother them no more. 
Instead, I went to the library to 
search for the "Code of Federal 
Regulations Title 21." whic~ 
contains the standards 
identity. As this still didn't sol_ve 
the question of which compame~ 
are exercising which options. 
am back to the letter writing. 
Most food manufacturers will~ 
happy to tell you what is really ID 
a certain product, if you can 
mana"'e to refrain from men· 
tionin~ that their product makes 
you sick.Address your letters to . De-their Consumer Service 
f. d t 
h epartment (if you can in 
address on the label.) . kn 
Should you become stric e 
with gastromania, and wi~h; 
write a letter to the Food h ir 
Drug Administration, t ~!. 
address is Washington DC 20ould 
Just tell them that you ~t of 
appreciate a complete ~ ts 
ingredients on all food pr k:P~ 
The government never by 
any other secrets from us so~ in 
shouldn't they tell us what 1~t 
our food? It wouldn't be the 





Ni!'!':! H~~~!..!~ordering ·his priorit1~; Mu<h • 
Washington, D C [CPS]-- Late 
in January President Richard 
Nixon told a nationwide radio 
audience that "(The) search for 
waste has led us into every nook 
and cranny of the bureaucracy." 
He defended his 197 4 budget 
cuts in that address by claiming 
that he had merely pruned out 
some "old programs that outlived 
their time, or that have failed." 
Actual budget cuts amount t o 
some $12.3 billion of which $10 
bi)lion is carved from the pro­
grams aimed at the poor and 
underprivileged. 
Outlays for the fiscal year start ­
ing July 1973 will total $268. 7 bil­
lion. roughly $20 billion over last 
year. The largest proportionate 
increase in spending was in the 
direct cash grants to college 
students in the form of govern­
ment scholarships. 
Caspar W Weinberger, director 
of the Office of Managment and 
Budget, outlined the President's 
rationale for t he budget cuts. 
"He contends that many of the 
programs are outdated, poorly 
conceived or unproductive." The 
Administration claims it is 
merely scraping out the "pork 
barrel" to cut down on Congres­
sional spending which it 
considers "dangerously high." 
The image trying to be establ­
ished is that of the President rid­
ing herd on a runaway Congress 
to prevent a tax increase presen­
tation and it was t he major 
theme of his radio address t o t he 
American people where he urged 
support for his plans. 
Congresspeople feel he is being 
less than candid. The barrel 
scraping is heavily onesided, 
they say, and the net effect is a 
reordering of national priorities 
away from the social action. 
any agree with the overall 
budget ceiling proposed, but 
would like to see reductions in 
T)efense and other areas. 
The defense budget, although 
up several billion d ollars, dipped 
below 30 percent of the total 
budget for the first time in 20 
reductions in defense spending 
based on the termination of overt 
US participation in the Vietnam 
war. 
Where then did the economizing 
take place? 
To start with, the Office of 
Economic Opportunity (OEO) 
will be dissolved. Part of the anti­
poverty program will be 
dispersed to other agencies but 
the keystone, the Community 
Action Agencies (CAA), will be 
abolished. Urban renewal, model 
cities, and public service jobs in 
high unemployment areas will be 
phased out. 
Medicare patients will be forced 
to pay more than twice as much 
for an average hospital stay. The 
closing of over 515 local mental 
health clinics is proposed. Funds 
for hospital construct ion will be 
eliminated. 
Indefinite suspension of feder al 
housing subsidy programs was 
announced. During its existence, 
the low-income housing !Ji'oject 
has affected 2.5 million families. 
Most of the elementary and DEt=E.~SE. 

secondary education programs SAL~2~(;l'73 

developed over the last 20 years 
 s~ -
will be shelved. Library con­
struction subsidies will vanish, 
and long term reseaarch will be NIXO N HOOD 
traded for the achievement of 
practical short term results. - TAKES FROM THE POOR AND GIVES TO THE RICH 
Funds for direct aid to colleges 
and universities will be termi­
nated, as well as funds for uni­
versity-community services . 
Money allocated by Congress for 
sewage treatment plants is 
halved in the new budget, and 
environmental programs in the 
agricultural budget are slashed. 
Absent from the fiscal '7 4 bud­
get is any mention of the 
promised "Family Assistance 
Program." There are no alloca­
tions for the reconstruction and 
rehabilitaion of Vietnam. 
In all, over 100 programs were 
cut. The major reasons given for 
the austerity drive are centered 
around the pledge to prevent a 
tax rise. The Administration 
claims it took an even-handed 
approach to the budget cuts. 
But Hobart Rowen writing in 
the financial section of the 
Washington Post observes, "Mr 
Nixon whacked the money out of 
social programs for individuals, 
and left the major corporate "tax 
expenditure" subsidies virtually 
untouched. 
To for estall - a tax increase, 
however , required t he trimming 
of a variety of programs, mostly 
domestic, and many of which 
were the major initiatives of t he 
Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, 
and Johnson Administrat ions. 
More than 100 governmental 
programs were either cut back or 
terminated entirely . N ixon 
claims he can accomplish most of 
the changes without Congres­
c::icmal action or approval. 
As for a runaway, spendthrift 
Congress , Andrew J. Glass 
wr iting in The New Leader 
observes, "In the course of acting 
on the last t hree Nixon budgets, 
Congress actually voted $10.1 
billion less than the amounts 
sought by t he President; it twice 
cut his budget by over $2 billion, · 
and in fiscal 1973 it pared off 
mor e than $5 billion." Glass feels 
t he real battle is over priorities 
and not spending; not how much 
is spent, but on what. 
Whether Congress will rise to 
t he challenge is anybody's guess. 
Sources on Capitol Hill say anger 
towards the President for his 
perceived usurpation of legisla­
tive powers is running higher 
than any time since Franklin 
Roosevelt occupied the White 
House. 
Congress is still smarting from 
Nixon's impoundment of funds 
authorized for fiscal 1973. The 
move to fight back is gaining bi­
partisan support. 
On a more substantial level is a 
court case in Missouri over 
Nixon's impoundment of funds 
from the Highway Trust. 
This case should be the key to 
t he power struggle. Congress is 
hoping the courts will deny 
Nixon the ability, already exer­
cised, to withhold authorized 
funding. This would be a major 
defeat for the executive branch. 
While Congress may find unity 
in its dislike for Nixon's tactics, it 
will be difficult for it t o reach 
agreement on just what to do 
about the situation. 
Charles Lee, an influential edu­
cation lobbyist, explained that in 
the past Congress depended on 
t he P resident t o honor certa.in 
unspoken guidelines in submit­
ting new legislation and in pre· 
par ing t he budget. "An informal 
code was developed so that legi­
slative and execut ive int erests 
would at least fa ll within certain 
limits ." 
Now t his code has been 
shattered. Nixon has presented a 
budget based solely on his own 
priorities. Congress may be mad, 
but it stands without defenses. 
Disagreements over what pro­
grams to fund are inevitable and 
further compounded by build-in 
conflicts and omissions in the 
budget. For example, any funds 
for the rehabilitation and recon­
struction of Vietnam will have to 
be chopped out of existing pro­
grams, according to an adminis­
tration spokesperson. This is a 
popular project, but at whose 
expense will it be funded? 
Civil rights leaders were aghast 
to find money for minority busi­
nesses and the implementation of 
equal rights for women came at 
the expense of civil rights en­
forcement programs which 
benefit rural and ur ban poor 
minorities. Enviromentalists 
simply say they find the cup­
board bare. 
Congress must either create a 
budget that fits within the stated . 
spending ceiling, accept Nixon's 
priorities, or overhaul the tax 
structure to bring in more re­
venue. 
Congress may be unwilling to 
face a tax fight to restore funding 
to social legislation this session. 
'Wilbur Mills, Democratic Chair ­
man of the powerful House Ways 
and Means Committee, wan ts ?. 
new tax bill, but one that doe:S 
not enlarge the bite in higher in ­
come brackets. This hardly 
seems possible. 
With no new tax revenue the 
only alternative for Congress is 
to counter Nixon's budget with a 
tot ally different one of their own. 
This task, in a body so permeated 
with vested interests and pres ­
sure groups, is akin to unraveling 
the Gordian Knot. There is 
simply no mechanism that would 
allow Congress to design a bud ­
get on its own behalf. 
Richard Nixon is aware of this 
difficulty and is counting on the 
spectre of incessant bickering 
over individual programs and the 
fear of a tax increase to provide 
the threa ts that will usher his 
budget into being. 
The ability of Congress to meet 
this challenge will affect th(: 
course of federally supported ac ­
tion for the rest of the decade. 
"1 'T\.4lNK IHEY CA\...L. \T 'Pe.ACE WlTH HONOR!"' 
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Monday, March 5, 1973 News Shorts 
Appointments Made King Speaks Professor Judge 	 CUB To Meet Insurance Selllinar 
Four faculty members, a · Charlie King, President of Judge Carl D Kessler. of The Campus Utilization It will be "Everyth' 
graduate student, and a Urban Crisis, Inc, will the Montgomery County Board, the body on campus You Wanted To tr lllg.!\Dowstaff member have been speak this Wednesday at Common Pleas Court has 	 which allocates space, will About Insurance B 
D .d ' K ' ut appointed to the U niversi­ noon in Fawcett Audi­ been appointed an adjunct hold its next meeting on 1 n t now Whom T 
ty Scholarship Committee torium. professor of law at WSU. March 19 from 1:30 to 3:30 Ask" time in the Uni·v 0 . C er.by Acting President Fred­ King, whose speech is The judge will teach Busi­ pm in the Executive Wing s1ty enter' s Upper 
erick White. sponsored by the Social ness Law I (Business 350) of Allyn Hall. Hearth Lounge Thursd 
Work Dept, will talk on the Tuesday evenings during 	 when the university cay,en.The ~mittee will topic of a Portrait of White the spring quarter. 	 ter Board presents an . 
. litaward the WSU · Founda­ Racism. After his speech, Speech Contest 	 surance semmar by Insur. 
tion Scholarships for the King will hold a question ance Underwriter Norm 
1973-74 academic year. and answer session in 043-	 Eckstein at 2 pm in o4t°Five students, each repre­ speech contest Wednesday045 of the University Cen­ senting a section of Speech evening, starting at 7 pm Eckst ein will talk abo~t ter. 135, will compete in a in 109 Oelman. 	 all aspects including price 
no-fault auto insurance' 
and loopholes. • ' 
FREE WITH TWA. 
WE'LLGIVEYOU 24HR 
TO COLLECT. 
This spring recess, when you land in any of these cities, airline youth card for an even trade, at the ticket office or 
if you show your TWA Youth Passport and present your airport before you depart. Then you too can cash in on the 
boarding pass tO any TWA ticket office within 24 hours of coupon book;) 
your arrival, you'll get a nice, fat coupon book full ofdiscounts, So, ifyou're off across the country this spring recess, take 
two-for-ones, and free things. (If, by the way, you don't own a look at what you'll get ifyou fly TWA. 
a TWA Youth Passport, we'll be happy to accept your other Y outh Passport is a service mark owned exclusively by TWA. 
FREE IN SAN FRANCISCO 
Buy one "Son-of-a-bitch" stew, get one free at Mother Lode. 

Buy four hours, get 20 free hours of motorbike rental at the Cycle Pit. 

Buy one dinner, get one free at 

Crouchons homemade-cooking restaurant . 

FREE IN LOS ANGELES 
Free boat ride around Marina del Rey. 

Free hour of surfboard rental in Santa Monica. 

Buy one meal, get one free at the Bratskellar restaurant. 

Free hour ofbike rental in Marina del Rey. 

FREE IN DENVER 
Free tour of Denver by Gray Line. Free ski guide tour from Vail Ski School. 
Free beer at Tulagi's in Boulder. Fourth day of lift tickets free at Aspen. 
Buy one admission, get one free to Wheeler Opera House - Free hour ofhorseback riding at Mahaney's Stables. 
Aspen's twin movie house. Free admission (and discounts on drinks) 
Fourth day oflift tickets free at Vail. at Denver Folklore Center. 
FREE IN BOSTON 
Buy one admission to The Jazz Workshop, get one free. Free quiche lorraine and cup of coffee at La Crepe.
Free spaghetti dinner at the Spaghetti Emporium, Inc. Free Indian soup and vegetable curry at 
Free breakfast in the Pewter Pot Muffin House. the India Sweet House restaurant in Cambridge.
Free admission to the Prudential Center Skywalk. Free pair ofearrings or pendant (and watch it being made) 
Free combin~tion healthfood platter at Whaler's Wharf. 
from Corners of the Mouth restaurant. Free admission or beverage and dessert at Passim Coffeehouse. 
FREE IN WASHINGTON* 
Buy one admission to Biograph Cinema, get one free. 

Free pizza at Anna Maria restaurant. 

Free sandwich at Piccadilly restaurant. 

Buy one sandwich, get one free at Blimpie Sandwich Shop. 

Free package of incense at Earth Works.Boutique. 

Buy one meal, get one free at Mykonos Greek restaurant. 

FREE IN PHILADELPHIA* 
Free tacos for two at Tippy' s Taco House. Free m~mbership for two at Walnut Street Theatre. 
Free roast beefsandwich at Dr. Watson's Pub. Buy one ticket for Blazers Hockey game, get one free. 
Free cheese & tomato pizza for two. Three hours of bike rental free at Simba Bike Shop. 
Free quiche lorraine and coffee at La Crepe. Free package ofcone incense from Cohn Candle Co. 
Buy one steer sandwich, Free admission to flea market. 
get one free at Pat's King of Steak. Buy one admission to Perelman Antique Car Museum, 
Buy one sundae, get one free at Just Ice Cream. get one free. 
For more information see your Campus Rep or call TWA. *Starting March 15. 
·· WI HTWA IT PAYS TO BE YOUNG. 
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egnancy Counseling Service ' 
NO FEE - 24 hr service 
stricUy Confidential 
WE WANT TO HELP YOU. 
· Wanted ­
~r students who care
sa:X.r about ecology or




g.5.' -12; T-Th, 9-3:30; W,
bi~ call Denise Young­
vvu, 778-0705. 
Woutd lik
tass e to buy stereo
$20.~~recorder. Will pay
"fiork' snot have to be in
879~~g order.. Call J eff at
749. 3 or Umversity ext 
tiOdeJ f .togra'hace and figure pho­




Monday, March 5, 1973 WSU clubs offer wide variety 
will settle its account with theof interests to students Bursar's Office for any materials 
bill licklider purchased that month.There are several advantages tostaff reporter 	 According to Davenport, thebeing affiliated with the univer­ Dean's Office is very interested
Students interested in learning 	
sity. Affiliated organizations may in encouraging the formation of
use the campus facilities and thenew skills or mastering an al­ new groups and aiding them in
ready acquired interest may find 
campus itself for no charge, in­ becoming affiliated with the uni­
cluding such things as audio­the clubs and organizations at 	 versity.visual equipment and AchillesWSU quite helpful. 	 "We are looking," he says, "forHill.
Listed in the student handbook 	 ways that students can identifyAlso, they are able to open anare departmental clubs, educa­	 with the university other thanaccount in the Bursar's office andtional clubs, fraternities, sorori ­	 simply going to classes.charge purchases to thatties, religious organizations, and 	 "College is more than going toaccount. Materials may be pur­special interest groups. 	 classes. It's flso an opportunitychased through the university by to learn about otherThe handbook also gives the 	 people,utilizing General Store.phone numbers of responsible 	 make new friends, and most of 
people associated with all but a 
There is no fee for the account, all, acquire an understanding of,
the only payment will be that in­few of the organizations. 	 and about relating to othercurred by the materials boughtStudents may find out when a 	 people. This, I feel, is what life isby the club. Each month the club all about."club meets by checking the Uni­
versity Times for a schedule of Guardian trivia quizopen meetings.
In addition, many associations After a week's vacation (there was just no room at the inn
advertise their activities through last Monday's paper with only four pages), the Guardian trivia .
the Guardian, by setting up quiz returns. This is for those people who consider themselves 
By EDWARD JULIUS booths and tables, and by posting walking athletic encyclopedias, as today's topic is sports trivia.
announcements on the bulletin The first three people who answer all the questions correctly
boards. and bring them to the Guardian office, will win a free pizza from
DOWN Without consistency in leader­ those friendly folks in the yellow jackets, the Rathskeller. Play--i:-small Stool ship, the services which these ball!2. Israeli Politician
3, _Value 	 particular organizations render 1. Name the pitcher who served up the gopher ball for Roger
4. Don Juan's Mother to the university would be jeo­ Maris' 61st home run.

5, Of a Known Year pardized. 2. Name the three players who played on either one of the
6. __ Glass

7, Midwest Belt Students may meet with the Detroit Red Wings' Production Lines.

8, Decay Dean of Student's Office to dis­ 3. Here's today's throw-away question, one nation has retired
9, Leave Out cuss the formation of an organi­ the World Cup in soccer because that nation has now won the
10. Wants zation if no club that deals with trophy three times. Name it.11. Appetizer
13. Northerner 	 their interests exists. The 4. Name the winner of this year's Grey Cup in football. Who14. Military Student procedure for affiliating the new 	 was the team's quarterback.16, Corners club with the university may also19, Longing For 5. The answer to this question almost deserves a prize itself.
25, Burst Forth be discussed. In what town did Wilt Chamberlain set the NBA scoring record.
26. Smells 	 This involves presenting or­ What team furnished the opposition.27. Irish Poet 	 ganizational documents to the28, French City 	 6. Name the oldest ball park in major league baseball still
30. Mrs. Lennon Office of the Dean of Students. being used.

32, Italian Pronoun The documents should include a 7. Montreal at one time had two NHL teams. One, of course,
35. Picture Game constitution or statement of pur­	 was the Canadiens. What was the other.36 , Made Amends For pose, membership requirements, 8. One school had dominated the NCAA swimming champion­37, Cure-all

38, Speak Vehemently and a list of officers. ships the past four years like UCLA has dominated basketball.

39, Tangled In addition, the Dean's Office Name the school.

40. More Shrewd
41. Equi pped 	
hopes that each club will have a 9. Who broke the four-minute mile barrier?
42. Hit Pop Fly faculty advisor. 	 10. What innovation did Johnny Wooden use to help the
45. German Conjunction 	 According to Associate Dean NCAA championships in 1964 and 1965?
51. Fewer 	 Ken Davenport, the members52, Pertaining to Flight and officers of many clubs change53, Ireland
54. Movie Schi ~ophrenic from quarter to quarter and
56. Surnamed• Fr. often a faculty advisor is the only

58, Fairy Queen 
 form of continuity an organiza­

tion has with the university. 

'COME ro ~·THE . 
·· UNION . 
· DEPOT 
New DAYTONSUNDAY, MARCH 18 THURSDAY NIGHT 	 CONVENTION CENTER7:30 PM 	 5th & Main St 
A LL SEATS RESERVEDDRAFT BEER 1oc $5.00 - ADVANCE; $6.00 - DAY OF SHOW
Tickets Now at Rike's (downtown), all Sears stores ,
l l 55 BROWN.STREET Forest Book Shop, Goldenrod, T&C Music Box,and Convention Center Box Office. 
Classifieds
Sexually insecure? Crave Seniors: All Majors: Ac­ One lid of you-know-what.
R.l'de needed immediately noise, power & speed? 1967 tion: Peace Corps/VISTA Saw Reefer Madness but
to WSU M-Fri 8:10 till 1 GTO 400 cu.i, 4 sp. blue, representative will be in reconsidered. Urgent.
from Ivy Manor Apts, asking $900 must sell 845- the Placement Office in Al­
Fairborn. Will pay. 878- 0522 ask for Leroy. lyn Hall, Room 462, March - Rooms ­
5730, Luverna. 5, to discuss job opportuni­ Roommate needed - large
1971 Ford 1/2 ton pick-up ties both overseas in 47 dif­ house, private room, fur­
- For Sale - and camper shell. 360-V8, ferent countries and here nished if desired. $70 a
4-speed, 4 new Polyglas at home in VISTA. Please month includes utilities,
tires, ask $2195 Ron Castle make appointnient in ad­ phone, washer, dryer, fullBridal gown and veil, Juli­
et style, size 7-8, dry­ (513)-325-0190. 	 vance with the Placement privileges, and possibly
Office. All living, travel transportation. By UD.
cleaned, exc condition. Call -Miscellaneous- and medical expenses paid. Dolly Miller, ext 731. AfterMarianne 434-8925. 6 pm, 256-7046.Legal, medical abortionsBuick V8 1965 special.

Very good condition, $450. 
from 1 day to 24 weeks, as -Lost- Female, 23 desires to share

low as $125. Free preg­	 apartment or house withCall 324-3812. 	 Pink crocheted hat innancy tests and birth con­	 another female. NeededFawcett Hall. Has a ball of
Harmony Classic Guitar trol info. Ms Rogers, Wash, 	 immediately. Call Connie,fluff on the side. If found,
and case. Like new. Call DC. 202-628-7656 or 301-	 ext 364, or leave a mess­please call 233-7461. age.277-3606. $25. 	 484-7424 anytime. 
• • • 
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Monday, March 5, t97a 
Raiders take More to block 
In the last two minutes, it was the home-and-home affair pointsby mark barnes largely a matter of free throws, to the maturation of wsu·s .sports reporter missed or converted. Freshman basketball program, as well
guard Rick Martin converted two asperhaps the upperclass playersThomas More, spoiling for re­ of four charity tosses on the who remember past losses to thevenge after being thrashed by· night, but his two misses came Rebels.
the Raiders back in Jan, almost with the Raiders clinging to a . Tim W.alker, second on the teampulled it off before falling, 71-70, one-point margin and five m scormg average, paced thto WSU Thursday on their home seconds on the timer. WSU attack with 17 poin~court in Covington, Kentucky. A game like this couldn't have Freshman Bob Grote had a good
ended any other way, though,Coming off a tremendous shoot­ night, hitting for 11, and Martin
fate had dictated that the homeing performance at home against also broke into double figures
crowd should have one last shotNorthern Kentucky State, the with 10. Dave Otte led Rebel 
at victory. Somehow, the RebelsRaiders couldn't find the range scoring with 26. 
did · manage to get the ballon an alien court and shot a poor Martin, the smallest Raider on
downcourt in those five seconds, 37 percent from the field. More­ the court, tied with Grote for the 
but the buzzer shot was errant.over, the Rebels outrebounded rebound lead with seven, while 
In past years, Thomas More hadthe visitors by a surprising 47-35 Lyle Falknor collected six. The 
run roughshod over the youngmargin. Raiders did not have a very
Raiders. This season's sweep of successful night on the boards.Turnovers--or lack of them-­
helped pace the Raiders over 
Thomas More. WSU committed a 
season's low total of just four 
misc~es, two in each half. 
But despite being outplayed 
statistically, sheer scrap and 
hustle posted win number 16 
under the most pressurized con­
ditions. It was one of those 
games where neither team could 
shake loose, where the slightest 
of mental lapses can .be fatal. 
Thomas More took the first half 
lead by a point, 42-41, and the 
second half started just as tight 
till substitute center Dan Swain 
shook loose to spark an eight­Rick Martin puts up a jump shot over the outstretched arms of point WSU bulge. But WSU'sa Rose-Hulman defender. The 5-9 freshman led the Raiders in Even though the basketball s~ason is almost over, this is a busystring of four straight runawayrebounding Weds night when WSU edged Thomas More, 71-70. time of the year for Coaches John Ross and Jim Brown, as theygames was not to last as the[Battoclette Photo] have to plot out which high school players they are going toRebels charged back. scout during the prep tournament. 
1-M bowling heading into its final frame 
lane in direct opposition to tfie over and the All Campus bid is to "everyone comes to bowl andby anthony pennington pin on the right hand side, he be decided this Wednesday. have a good time, but we all wantsports editor muttered, "shit" and stamped off Une robust student (known as to win too."
the lane to record his open frame 'Stumpy' by friends and foes 
A young man released the ball of the game. alike) who belonged to the well­
with a sharp twist, and, as it There was no clapping of hands known 'Suns' said of the team 
hooked sharply to the left of the or smiles of consolation to greet chances for league championship 
him, but instead the cat-calls of as not just a 'possibility' but 'be­

foes and looks of despair from yond doubt'. 

team-members. It was interesting to note that
\r:ME'N''::,W'OMEtr\\I No, it was not All Star Bowling, 'the team currently holding first 
because it was Wednesday after­ place, the Bruins, had the sameEARN UP TO s60 noon, not Saturday or Sunday, feelings only their name was 
and the lanes were Beaver Vu etched in the top spot. In the end 
per month Bowling Lanes where WSU in­ the Bruins, who led the Red lea­
tramural bowling is held. gue most of the quarter,
in your spare time After the intramural depart­ triumphed. 
ment's unprecedented cancela­ Alpha Beta Chi, after a hard 
Be a Blood tion of all activities for the winter battle against several teams very 
quarter, bowling, the only re­ close for th'e top spot, took thePlasma Donor maining one, ·has received little Blue league honors and will meet 
attention. the Bruins next Wednesday for 
But the students involved have the All Campus championship A brilliant, perfect ~eepsake
not become disheartened and ar­ title. diamond of clear white color\;~; INTERNATIONAL INC. ~~~\ The All Campus and precise modern cut. Ke~P'rive every Wednesday at 3:15 for women's 
sake . . . there is no finer dta·warm-up. Championship for bowling has:~;~840 S Matn St e> Dayton, Ohio~;~~ mood ring.Cliff's Notes ... always the right They have also displayed a already been determined as the 
prescription when you need -sportsman-like competiveness in Raysuns finally triumphed over 
help in understanding literature. \~~~ 223-0424 ~~~\ .•.· ·.•. their respective leagues. But their ri!vals for All Sports, ROBERT S JEWELERSPrepared by educators. Easy to ·~·=·=·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:::::~.:-=~=~=~=·=~=·=·=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~~; now the league competition is Kappa-fire. . 1062 Patterson Rd. 
over 200 frequently Before their victory, Nancy Breitenstrater Square 
Esselstein of the Raysuns com­
use. Titles available now cover 
252-0869:~~gnn;v~l~layl. '',.:' mented on the spirit in the alleys,tune-upo. ~ 0 *' 
Look . ,., · \ 

for the ' · 
 GUARANTEED 10.000milesCliff's Notes "First Aid" 
Station wherever 
books are sold. Only $1 each. 
Available · 








This 10,000 mile* guarantee applies to all foreign cars. 
We guarantee that your car will run "in tune" for 10,000 
miles. If it does not, you simply bring it back and we'll tune it 
free ... all labor and parts costs are~ • 
on us for 10,000 miles. oreiqn
To get 10,000 miles of "in-tune" 'ff 

driving for your foreign car call 
 Kr 
878-9331 and arrange an ,,
appointment. Do it now! 
*or 1 year whichever come• first. 11ton BankAmericard '.f'519 WEST MAIN ST. 
Master Charge FAIRBORN, OHIO 
FORMERLY COLLINS' GARAGE PHONE 513/878-9331 
r 
